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Introduction

For July I planned to:

- Continue working on quals paper research and writing.
- Begin preparing to teach L101 Introduction to Informatics for Fall 2004.

These goals have been substantively met through completion of the following activities.

Activities (alphabetically by area)

Community Service


Conferences/Workshop/Colloquia Attended


- FACIT Workshop for Future Faculty Teaching Fellows (FFTF), Bloomington IN July 16-18, 2004.


Presentations


Research

- Continue literature review for quals paper.

Teaching

- Received notification from IUPUI that School of Informatics classes will not be offered at IUPUC this fall. Rather they will wait until Spring semester to kick off the program. July 21, 2004.


- Lecture on research ethics and IRB to Yang-Rang Chin's L509 class at IUPUI = 1.5 hours, July 3, 2004.

Plans for next month

- I plan to focus on researching and writing my qualifying paper.
- Attend monthly IUB HSC meeting.